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The Perfect Preparation and Review Resource
    
    Security+ Fast    Pass is the streamlined tool you need to bone up for the Security+ exam    [SYO-101]. The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice, and    you’ll keep the book—packed with concise, objective-focused coverage    and review questions—at your side until the minute you sit down to take the    test.
    
    Coverage includes:    

	Understanding    general security concepts    
	Assessing risk    
	Securing    communications    
	Implementing wireless security features    
	Configuring a    firewall    
	Detecting intrusions    
	Securing your organization’s    infrastructure    
	Understanding the basics of cryptography    
	Managing security    keys and certificates    
	Ensuring operational and organizational     security    
	Recovering from disasters


About the Author

James Michael Stewart, Security+, CISSP, is a full-time writer, trainer, and researcher for Impact Online, an independent courseware development company located in Austin, Texas. He has written articles for numerous publications, including C Net, InfoWorld, and Windows NT Magazine.
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Highways: The Location, Design, Construction and Maintenance of Road PavementsButterworth-Heinemann, 2002
'Highways' is a comprehensive textbook on all aspects of road engineering. This new edition, written by a team of acknowledged experts in the field, teams up with 'Transport Planning and Traffic Engineering' to become a worthy successor to O'Flaherty's classic 'Highway Engineering' set. This fourth edition covers road location and plans, roadwork...
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Information Warfare: How to Survive Cyber AttacksMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"Computers don't attack computers, people do. With Erbschloe's capability taxonomy, we see that there are plenty of new adversaries out there with increasingly powerful cyberweapons and intentions. But most importantly, the greatest threat still comes from "trusted" insiders we so desperately need to, but perhaps shouldn't, trust...
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Pro jQueryApress, 2012

	At its heart, jQuery does something that sounds pretty dull: it lets you modify the contents of HTML
	documents by manipulating the model that the browser creates when it processes the HTML (known as
	DOM manipulation, as I’ll explain later). If you are reading this, you have probably already done some
	DOM manipulation, either using...
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Fiber-Optic Communication SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Since the publication of the first edition of this book in 1992, the state of the art of fiber-optic communication systems has advanced dramatically despite the relatively short period of only 10 years between the first and third editions. For example, the highest capacity of commercial fiber-optic links available in 1992 was only 2.5 Gb/s. A mere...
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MCTS Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Services Study Guide (Exam 70-640) (SET)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available for Exam 70-640
With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, MCTS Configuring Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Study Guide covers what you need to know-and shows you how to prepare-for this challenging exam. 

	
    100% complete...
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Adobe Creative Suite 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Integrate and manage workflow across Photoshop®, Illustrator®, InDesign®, Dreamweaver®, Acrobat®, and Flash®
Harness all the tools in the Adobe Creative Suite 3 toolbox with this in-depth guide from well-known Creative Suite experts Ted Padova and Kelly L. Murdock. This "Big Picture" book not only covers all...
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